
Things Cards
Chinese & English Set Four

bed

chúang  床

toilet paper

wèi sheng zhi  卫生纸

blanket

bèi zi  被子

pillow

zhen tou 枕头

bathroom

 xi shou jian 洗手间

SAMPLE



umbrella

yu san  雨伞
medicine

yao  药

pencil

qian bi  铅笔

towel

yù jin  浴巾

tooth brush

yá shua  牙刷

key

yào shi  钥匙
SAMPLE



book

shu  书
ball

qiú  球

doll

wá wa 娃娃
toy

wán jù  玩具

bus

gong jiao che  公交车

airplane

fei ji  飞机

SAMPLE



shirt

chèn shan  衬衫
pants

kù zi  裤子

dress

lián yi qún  连衣裙
jacket

jía kè 夹克  

shoes

xié zi  鞋子

sock

wà zi  袜子

SAMPLE



Pronunciation guide -  Read the words as if 
you were reading English, but:

 h has a harsh sound, like h in chaos
 q sounds like ch in cheap
 x  pronounce like sh in shy
 z sounds like ds in woods
 zh  pronounce like dge in fudge
 r sounds like r in rain
 a  pronounce like a in tar
 an  sounds like an in can
 e  pronounce like e in the
 en  sounds like en in happen
 in  sounds like in in tin
 o  pronounce like o in more
 ong  sounds like ung in sung
 u  sounds like the oo in too
 ü say “ee” then round your lips as if saying “oo”

Saying Chinese Words

Characters and pinyin (which spell out the sounds of 
Chinese words) are included on these flash cards.  
Most pinyin words are pronounced the same as in 

English.  The variations are included on a 
pronunciation guide card.

In Mandarin Chinese you also must use tone to 
pronounce the words correctly.  There are four tones.  

The first tone is level and written like ( - ).  Second 
tone starts low and rises and is written like ( ´ ).  

Third tone starts high, falls and then rises again and 
is written like (   ).  The fourth tone starts high and 

then falls.  It is written like ( `).  

cat

mao  猫

dog

gou  狗

fish

yú  鱼
hat

mào zi  帽子

SAMPLE


